Accelerate Identity &
Access Management

Objective
The prime of Accelerate
IAM is to act as a
catalyst for a New Era
Digital Transformation.

Digital Transformation
In the modern IT environment, organizations need to know who is accessing
what, when, where, why, and how. That’s where a strong Identity and Access
Management solution comes into play that every modern company of the 21

st

century needs.

Benefits
1 – Fast track deployment of
IAM in your organization
2 – Flexible deployment
options based on your
needs (Cloud Only, Hybrid,
On-Premise Only)
3 – Increase employee
productivity
4 – Access SaaS and onpremise applications with a
single identity
5 - Consolidate, control,
and simplify access
privileges
6- Optimize Identity and
Access Management TCO

The offering facilitates both a full-fledged Identity Suite with identity
management and governance capabilities, and the Secure Cloud IDaaS
solution, which features web SSO and authentication, and provisioning for
cloud and on-premise systems.

Key Aspects / Features of AIAM:
1. Fast track assessment by experts to provide our customers with the
right IAM strategy
2. Weeks and not months to deploy an End-to-End IAM solution for
organizations
3. Deep development experience and expertise to move your .Net, Java,
Mobile or any other applications to SSO
4. End-to-end Identity automation be it on the Cloud, Hybrid or only onpremises
5. Deployment of additional features like MFA, Just in time administration,
reporting.
6. KloudyNets IPs which can be reused for faster deployments.



Fast track deployment of IAM
as per your organizations
need
Today’s IAM systems should be agile to quickly adapt to
the new business initiatives and also deal with the
threats that arise. Organizations need to shift from
thinking of their IAM systems as a collection of separate
use case capabilities to creating an intelligent IAM
platform.
KloudyNets Accelerate IAM offering helps organizations
deploy and adapt to the new IAM which is more agile
for today’s businesses, application ecosystems and
threats. The offering is a rapid deployment of IAM into
your organization with the below key deliverables

Business requirements and assessment: IAM workshop
includes discussions with the business stakeholders to
understand the organizations requirements and
roadmaps. Assessment report will be submitted at the
end of the 2 weeks workshop with a detailed IAM
strategy.
Scenarios and Demonstrations: Based on customer
scenarios, derived from the assessment, demos will be
shown by our IAM experts to see it all in action.
Technical Design and Architecture: Based on the
customer scenario (Cloud, Hybrid or On-premise) a
technical design and architecture will be derived.
Detailed design documents with infographics will be a
part of the deliverables.
Deployment: Production pilot fast track deployment will
be done within the defined timelines for the chosen
customer deployment scenario. Optionally an end-toend deployment will be provided based on
requirements.

